Your Top Leaders Need A Coach
As Experienced As They Are.
Our elite team of C-level coaches become the confidants your
leaders seek for open reflection and decision-making.
Leaders at the top of the company face different demands on the job than the senior executives who report
to them. They require a coaching approach designed to both the individual leader and the unique challenges
of the C-level role – administered by top-tier coaches who are as adept as the executives they coach. Robert
Gregory Partners incorporates all of this in specialized C-Suite coaching services that focus on helping your
top executives achieve greatness.

Designed to the Leader

Every C-level leader is an individual, with a unique set of experiences, perceptions and aspirations. Our C-Suite coaching
experts take a highly customized approach to each client to provide exactly what that leader needs to excel in a critical
role.

Expertise in the C-Suite

We have assembled an elite team of highly skilled coaches
who know their way around the C-Suite. They unite strong
business sense with a deep understanding of what C-level
leaders face. They cap their deep experience in coaching
C-level leaders with certification in the Robert Gregory
Partners C-Suite coaching methodology.

The Essential Structure

Our C-suite coaching program is centered around the
executive’s needs and schedule. The engagement typically
includes an initial one-year period, which the executive or
sponsor team can opt to extend. Generally, the coach and
leader meet face to face each month, with supplemental ad hoc
telephone conversations at the leader’s request.

Conversation and Outcomes

The primary tool in C-Suite coaching is open dialogue between the coach and leader, typically around a range of corneroffice topics. In most C-suite environments, top leaders lack a neutral, honest sounding board. Our coach becomes the
impartial, reliant – and knowledgeable – partner your leader needs to reflect and deliberate best moves.

The Next Generation in Executive Coaching
& Leadership Development

About Robert Gregory Partners

Every industry has its leaders – great companies that innovate and shape the future. Robert
Gregory Partners envisions what leadership development could be and is leading the way
there. Our firm combines strong expertise across a broad range of services that, together,
can meet all of your leader development needs. In addition to our comprehensive executive
coaching programs, we offer the full scope of leadership development consultant services,
including leadership development programs, high-potential talent development, leadership
models and succession management. We can provide the expertise you need to build strong
leadership for your company’s continued success.
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